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About This Game

Dinocide is a classic NES inspired old-school single-player platformer in a prehistoric fantasy world. Dinocide tries to capture
the drive and fun of that era and recreate it in a modern way!

Description

The protagonist has to save his love interest who was kidnapped by an evil and mysterious Dinosaur God. You are accompanied
by your own tame Dinosaurs, who act as a mounts, brother in arms and a true friends. With their help, you can jump higher, run

faster, swim, fly and do a lot more things that an ordinary primitive man would never be able to do by himself. To reach your
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goal, you will travel together through the lands inhabited by ancient creatures and unknown dangers.

Features

Dinosaur mounts make you faster, stronger and offer a variety of tactical abilities.

Non-linear progression by different routes leads to varied ways to complete your journey.

A multitude of different biomes to visit - deserts, jungles, forests, lava caves, oceans, ice plains and more!

Weird creatures you've never seen before!

Unique time/life mechanic. One bar shared for both: food meter and life of your character.

Full controller & Steam Big Picture support.

Classic action. Don't think. Don't feel. Just go. React. Kill. Jump. Eat. Ride. Like in the good old times! You are not here
to watch a movie!

Several game modes: Story Campaign, Speedrun, Boss Rush

The unmatched fun and drive of an 8-bit era game!
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Title: Dinocide
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
AtomicTorch Studio
Publisher:
AtomicTorch Studio
Release Date: 21 Jan, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Dual Core 1.6GHz or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 128MB of Video Memory, capable of Shader Model 2.0+; generally everything made since 2004 should work

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,German,Dutch,Japanese,Russian,Ukrainian,French,Italian,Swedish,Finnish,Simplified Chinese,Traditional
Chinese,Korean
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Not worth 15 euro. Honestly 10/10, 4k/6k mania with a Guitar Hero feel (can also change theme to look like mania). Very
satisfying rhythm game which is great since there are not many around currently, was surprised to see the game is actually being
updated frequently so props to the devs. If I had to change anything it'd be making the song selection screen easier to navigate,
if you wanna play a specific song you have to spend time scrolling through everything to find it.

Also anyone complaining you can just button mash doesn't understand that the important metric is Sync Rate (timing accuracy)
and not Comboing.. This is a neat little VR game. It was fun to explore the apartment to see what I could find and I have to say
that I loved Godzilla. That was a nice touch. I'm a bit sad that the TV didn't work and I couldn't start an alien invasion with
either the helicopter or the plane. This game also doesn't have very much replay value. Sadly. Having said that though I would
recommend this game to other VR players out there. It's only $6 and offers a fun experience. It's also great to show off when
people come to visit as it's a perfect intro to VR game.

If you want to check out my experience with VROOM: Aerie then feel free to check out the video below.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=NFOUbjN81YU. Nobody plays this game anymore so farewell omegalodon.... This game
has two very terrible attributes. First off there is no skip button for puzzles. In the original game there was but the converted
Steam version left it out. I am stuck on a puzzle with no way to get past it. Secondly the mouse cursor does not line up with what
your trying to click. It's way off in some cases.

This game is a no go unless they fix the above mentioned problems.. Spend 1h of my life
Passed all Achievements but did not get any card :/

. For 2-2,5 € it's a good buy. The Single player is very simple and easy to handle and learn.
There are many ways and options to kill the enemy soldiers. I like the idea with the mini helicopters with rocket launchers, and
drones, ect. :)
But the SP looks a little short, and the biggest potential would be in the MP. But the servers are offline. :(
If it is on a huge sale, i can hardly recommend the game. But for the full price, you can buy games with much more potential
playtime :). I love it! It's not only much cheaper than the competition, but MUCH BETTER too. How much better? This
software was made by someone who knows about visual novels. This software WORKS for the intended purpose!! IT WORKS!
You can create with it. \u3088\u304b\u3063\u305f\uff01

Visual Novel Maker, on the other hand, is a scam from beginning to the end.. Very poor VR experience.
Poor graphics, poor puzzles, boring...
I know it's free, but there are better free games and experiences in VR to play
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Dentist simulator. This is a very promising game that is VERY unfinished as of now (2\/2\/16). I searched the dev's website for
updates but didn't see any from the past couple of months, so I'm kind of thinking this game is abandoned. If they continue to
update this game, it really could be great.. Eh, too much Soviet Union.

There can never be enough Slavness.. The game isn't really that bad. Don't get the two angry reviewers down there.
it's actually pretty nice, for the price. (3 bucks)

Yes controls lack of precision in "little" moves. Other than that , graphics are pretty cool.
Animations are polished. Bosses looks great.
And the gameplay have some interesting features (limited Pup usage, downgrading score when hit etc) Difficulty is hight but not
impossible.
bomb usage is nice. (needs good placement and practice)

If you like arcade Side Scrolling shooter with nice visuals, go for it !
I mean, it's not if this game was expensive. 3 bucks worth it

Aside from that, yes developers should really improve visual and handling of the GUI \/ menus.
(make all the menus less huge on screen ?)

And maybe tweak the controls and the "steam bubblign effect"
on some things (like the ship iddle move, the HP cursor).

Difficulty starts to be maybe a little too hight on the end of second level.

- online highscores ? would be cool.
- keeping powerups when dying and restarting levels , because other than that its hard to "retry" on second one and later.

The bad thing is this game should have been early access or beta for now...
Don't rush it out guys ! Rework it a bit.
Try to improve major things and maybe it'll get the love it deserves.. http://www.wargamer.com/reviews/review-arms-race-the-
cold-war-era/
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